Depression and fatigue in chronic hepatitis C patients with and without HIV co-infection.
Depression and fatigue are common in chronic hepatitis C (CHC). We report clinical predictors of these conditions in patients seen in a university clinic. A total of 167 CHC patients completed the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS). Major depressive disorder (MDD) suggested by PHQ-9 was confirmed by clinical interview. FSS scores ≥41 were considered clinically significant fatigue. Logistic and multiple regression models were employed for analysis. Thirty-three percent of patients had MDD and 52% had clinically significant fatigue. Sixty-one percent were HIV-infected, among whom both MDD and clinically significant fatigue were significantly less prevalent (OR = 0.47 and 0.46, respectively). MDD was least common in patients without a history of IV drug use (OR = 0.28), and highest in methadone users (OR = 3.57). Compared with methadone users, patients with no history of IV drug use and former IV drug users had less severe fatigue (coefficients = -31.0, -34.0, respectively). Lack of a history of hepatitis treatment was also associated with less severe fatigue (coefficient= -7.6). Our study confirms high prevalence of fatigue and depression in CHC. HIV-positivity was associated with lower rates of MDD and clinically significant fatigue, arguably due to support systems for people living with HIV. Higher rates of depression in methadone users might be due to intrinsically higher rates of psychopathology in this group. Being on hepatitis treatment was associated with higher rates of fatigue, probably due to the adverse effects of interferon. Our findings emphasize the importance of routine screening and evaluation of depression and fatigue in CHC populations.